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As part of our update reports, we will 
provide an ongoing opinion to 
support our end of year annual 
opinion. 
 
We will also provide details of any 
significant risks that we have 
identified in our work, along with the 
progress of mitigating previously 
identified significant risks. 
 

 

The contacts at SWAP in  
connection with this report are: 
 
Rupert Bamberger 
Assistant Director 
Tel: 07720312464 
rupert.bamberger@swapaudit.co.uk 

 
Sally White 
Principal Auditor 
Tel:  07823473648 
sally.white@swapaudit.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

  Audit Opinion, Significant Risks, and Audit follow up work 

  

COVID-19 SWAP Staff Redeployment Update:  
Since our last update in April, a one day a week SWAP redeployment within Adult Services has now concluded. In 
addition, the longer term assistance provided by the two staff redeployed to support the business grants team, 
has now also ended and the SWAP team are able to completely focus on audit activity. 
 

Audit Opinion: 
This is our first quarterly update for 2021/22 financial year. Members will recall that we are no longer planning 
audits based around financial years but are working with a continuous risk assessment and rolling plan approach. 
As such rather than working with an annual audit plan, which is subject to a high level of uncertainty and change, 
we are building our plan in conjunction with management as the year progresses. 
 

Our live audit tracker, and specifically the coverage and assurance tab (extract on page 2 below), highlights that 
based on recent reviews completed, whilst generally risks are well managed, we have identified some gaps, 
weaknesses and areas of non-compliance. However, we have reasonable levels of confidence that the agreed 
actions will be implemented and as such are able to offer a reasonable opinion.  
 

Since our last progress report in January 2021, we have issued two Limited assurance opinions on the areas and 
activities we have been auditing but none have been classified as a significant risk. In the Annual Report provided 
to the April Committee meeting we highlighted that the previously identified significant risks of Home to School 
Transport and Virtual School had both been adequately mitigated. In Appendix A on pages 6 & 7, we have provided 
the one-page audit reports for the Limited assurance opinion work, to provide the committee with further insight. 
 

Follow Up of Agreed Audit Actions 
As a result of continued low levels of implementation of high-priority audit actions across the Council, SWAP have 
developed a new process to embed the follow up of actions within directorates themselves, and track this on a 
live basis. Whilst the new process is very much in its infancy, we hope it will encourage timely completion of 
actions, which will bring with it strengthened  internal control. We aim to provide members with more information 
about this new process, as well as a status summary of all high-priority audit actions, at the September meeting.    

mailto:sally.white@swapaudit.co.uk
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/file/E2ACFF84-5006-49D6-867D-65CD664E7F4A?tenantId=0a4edf35-f0d2-4e23-98f6-b0900b4ea1e6&fileType=xlsm&objectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fdorsetcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAudit%2FShared%20Documents%2FAudit%2FDorset%20Council%20Internal%20Audit%20Tracker%20.xlsm&baseUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fdorsetcc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FAudit&serviceName=teams&threadId=19:6c41678a5ce14511988fbe3154afa9a1@thread.tacv2&groupId=26a50383-441c-4b09-b287-145748988498
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Our audit plan coverage assessment is 
designed to provide an indication of 
whether we have provided sufficient, 
independent assurance to monitor the 
organisation’s risk profile effectively. 
 
For those areas where no audit 
coverage is planned, assurance should 
be sought from other sources to provide 
a holistic picture of assurance against 
key risks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  SWAP Internal Audit Plan Coverage, and a move to Assurance Mapping 

  

Recent internal audit coverage and outcomes are reflected in the chart below. Audit coverage by corporate risk 
is just one measure of the extent of audit coverage and we would encourage members to review the audit 
tracker to be able to additionally view coverage by ‘Corporate Plan Objectives’, ‘Core Areas of Recommended 
Coverage’, and also by ‘SWAP Top 10 Risk Themes’.  
 

Additionally, we are currently working with the Assurance team to develop a more holistic Assurance Map, 
which will identify and capture other streams of assurance over key risks across the Council. From this and our 
own coverage assessment we will be able to visually highlight key assurance gaps, but also build a better picture 
of assurance outcomes to help direct focus and oversight.  

Corporate Risk Audit 
Coverage 

Assurance assessment   
based on completed  
internal audit work   

CRR 01 – Budget Good Limited 

CRR 02 – Cyber Attack Some Reasonable 

CRR 03 – Recruit, Retain, Develop Workforce None  

CRR 04 – GDPR Some Limited 

CRR 05 – Emergency Response None  

CRR 06 – Brexit None  

CRR 07 – Infrastructure Some  

 CRR 08 – Education Some  

CRR 09 – Transformation Some Limited 

CRR 10 – Corporate Knowledge None  

CRR 11 – Climate Change None  

CRR 12 – Breach of Statutory Duty Some  

CRR 13 – Health, Safety, Wellbeing Some Limited 

CRR 14 – Safeguarding Good Limited 

CRR 15 – Commissioning Good Limited 

CRR 16 – Officer/ Member Interface None  

CRR 17 – School Transport Adequate Limited 

CRR 18 – Evidence Base None  

CRR 19 – Partnerships None  

CRR 20 – Election None  

CRR 21 – Covid-19 Response Good Advisory 
 

file:///C:/Users/Rupert%20Bamberger/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/30GK9472/undefined
file:///C:/Users/Rupert%20Bamberger/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/30GK9472/undefined
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We will build our audit plan as the year 
progresses to ensure that we are 
auditing the right things at the right 
time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Changes to the Audit Plan 

We have traditionally reported to the committee any changes to our audit plan. However, as we are adding 
work to our plan on a risk-assessed and rolling basis there is much less likelihood that audit work will be removed 
or changed. Any audits removed or deferred can be viewed within the audit tracker. During quarter 1 of 2021/22 
we have undertaken more grant certification work than would normally be expected. This is due to the number 
of Covid related grant payments that have required certification by the Head of Internal Audit. We have now 
created a programme of grant certification that enables us to plan this work going forwards.  
 

SWAP Performance Measures  

 

Performance Measure Performance 

Quality of Audit Work 

Overall Client Satisfaction 
(Did our work meet or exceed expectations, when looking at our Communication, Auditor 

Professionalism and Competence, and Value to the Organisation) 

 
Value to the Organisation 

(Client view of whether our audit work met or exceeded expectations, in terms of value to 
their area) 

 
Direct financial savings identified as a result of internal audit work since our last report 

 
100% 

 
 

 
100% 

 
 
 

£111,000 

Outcomes from Follow Up Audit Work 

We have previously reported to the Committee the percentage of Priority 1&2 actions for Limited assurance audits, 
that remain outstanding when the follow up audit is undertaken. We had found that this figure had remained 
stubbornly high for some time and as a result we are currently transitioning to a new follow up process, which we 
hope will improve levels of implementation.  This process is currently  embedding, but we will recommence 
enhanced performance reporting of this area at the September meeting.  
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Added Value 
 
‘Extra feature(s) of an item of interest 
(product, service, person etc.) that go 
beyond the standard expectations and 
provide something more while adding 
little or nothing to its cost.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Added Value 

 
 

Benchmarking 

We have undertaken a range of benchmarking exercises since our last report. We use our own SWAP partner 

councils for benchmarking, but also utilise a wider national group of the Chief Auditor’s Network which has 

delivered some useful benchmarking data. The exercises undertaken since our last report are:  

▪ Insurance – how Dorset compares to other Councils in terms of self-insurance and in-house handling of 

claims.  

▪ Duplicate Payments – whether other Councils use bespoke software to identify duplicates in the payment 

process and if so, how successful this had been.  

▪ Schools Forum –the make-up and constitution of other Council’s Forums  

▪ Disclosure and Barring Checks – the approach taken by other councils to ensure that volunteers are DBS 

checked where appropriate  

 
Covid Grant Certification work 

As outlined above we have undertaken a number of Covid related grant certifications across the last quarter. A 
number of these grants were found to be underspent and as part of our work we have been able to identify 
further opportunities for utilising the grant money on eligible expenditure, thus ensuring the grant is spent in 
full and avoiding the potential need to return funding to central government. As a result of this work, we have 
identified a further £111k of eligible spending which could be regarded as a saving to the council.  
 
Covid Business Grants – Data Matching  

SWAP has been able to support the council by matching data from the latest round of Covid business grants 

with the Credit Industry Fraud Avoidance System (CIFAS) in order to identify cases of potential fraud. We have 

risk-assessed any matches (with no high-risk matches identified) and passed any lower-level matches back to 

the service to investigate and take action if necessary.  
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The role of SWAP as the internal auditors for Dorset Council is to provide independent assurance that the Council’s risk management, governance and internal 
control processes are operating effectively. In order for senior management and members to be able to appreciate the implications of the assurance provided within 
an audit report, SWAP provide an assurance opinion. The four recently revised opinion ratings are defined as follows:  
 

Assurance Definitions 

No 
Assurance 

Immediate action is required to address fundamental gaps, weaknesses or non-compliance identified. The system of governance, risk management and control 
is inadequate to effectively manage risks to the achievement of objectives in the area audited. 

Limited  
Significant gaps, weaknesses or non-compliance were identified. Improvement is required to the system of governance, risk management and control to 
effectively manage risks to the achievement of objectives in the area audited  

Reasonable 
There is a generally sound system of governance, risk management and control in place. Some issues, non-compliance or scope for improvement were identified 
which may put at risk the achievement of objectives in the area audited. 

Substantial 
A sound system of governance, risk management and control exists, with internal controls operating effectively and being consistently applied to support the 
achievement of objectives in the area audited.   

 

In addition to the assurance definitions above we also provide an ‘assurance dial’ which indicates on a range of high medium or low where within the range of that 
assurance a particular audit assurance sits.  

 
As can be seen in this example the assurance provided is low limited as the dial is sitting on the lower end of the limited scale. It could equally have been a medium 
limited assurance where the dial sits midway or high limited when it is sitting at the upper end close to the reasonable assurance.  
 
The Committee is able to view a record of all internal audit work on the audit tracker. Please follow this link, click on the files tab and then on the file called Dorset 
Council Internal Audit Tracker. From the tracker, members are able to view work in progress and all completed work that would have previously been reported to 
the Committee in a table form. To provide the Committee with additional insight into Limited assurance audits we have been providing a summary of the outcomes. 
We have however, recently introduced a one-page audit report, which we are now providing in full for Limited assurance audits for members information.  

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a6c41678a5ce14511988fbe3154afa9a1%40thread.tacv2/Audit?groupId=26a50383-441c-4b09-b287-145748988498&tenantId=0a4edf35-f0d2-4e23-98f6-b0900b4ea1e6
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